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	A complete background to concepts and principles of behavioral genetics, Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second Edition features a broad spectrum of the most current techniques in neurobehavioral genetics in a single source.

	

	International researchers incorporate several new developments in the field, including:

	
		Developmental neurobehavioral genetics
	
		Gene-gene interaction
	
		New approaches in bioinformatics
	
		Gene expression
	
		Single gene techniques

		

		Based on various studies of living organisms ranging from primates to rodents to invertebrates, this edition offers a contemporary approach to examining the relationship between the genetic mechanisms in the brain and behavior. The authors examine how past and recent advances in methods and knowledge come together in the comparative genetics of behavior. They introduce the reader to experimental approaches available for the genetic study of emotionality, focusing on the use of animal models.

		

		This edition explores studies in neurogenetic disorders, including schizophrenia and bipolar disorders, examines genetic traits in personality such as altruism, and evaluates aggression in mice and humans. It also discusses the applications of quantitative methods and molecular genetics in basic and clinical research.

		

		Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second Edition brings together new techniques and methods to promote a better understanding of genetics and their effects on behavior. The book is an excellent resource for investigators who want to incorporate genetic methods into neurobehavioral and psychiatric research.
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Engaging Privacy and Information Technology in a Digital AgeNational Academy Press, 2007
Privacy is a growing concern in the United States and around the world. The spread of the Internet and the seemingly unbounded options for collecting, saving, sharing, and comparing information trigger consumer worries; online practices of businesses and government agencies present new ways to compromise privacy; and e-commerce and technologies...
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Neural Networks and Artificial Intelligence for Biomedical Engineering (IEEE Press Series on Biomedical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Using examples drawn from biomedicine and biomedical engineering, this essential reference book brings you comprehensive coverage of all the major techniques currently available to build computer-assisted decision support systems. You will find practical solutions for biomedicine based on current theory and applications of neural networks,...
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Refactoring JavaScript: Turning Bad Code Into Good CodeO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If your JavaScript is a mess, frameworks can only do so much to help. No matter what framework, "compiles-to-JS" language, or library you use, bugs and performance concerns will always be an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is poor. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how test and refactor your...
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Pro Linux High Availability ClusteringApress, 2014

	Pro Linux High Availability Clustering teaches you how to implement this fundamental Linux add-on into your business. Linux High Availability Clustering is needed to ensure the availability of mission critical resources. The technique is applied more and more in corporate datacenters around the world. While lots of documentation...
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Beginning Game Level Design (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Welcome to Beginning Game Level Design, the book that finally makes sense of low-carb
diets and whether aliens did indeed seed the planet with humanity. Or maybe that’s my
other book, Low-Carb Diets and Alien Conspiracy Theories for Blockheads. This book is
about creating great mods or levels to impress and bring joy to your...
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Building Open Source Network Security Tools: Components and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Although open source network security tools come in all shapes and sizes, a company will eventually discover that these tools are lacking in some area—whether it’s additional functionality, a specific feature, or a narrower scope. Written by security expert Mike Schiffman, this comprehensive book will show you how to build your own...
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